All close games will be won or lost depending on the efficiency of the special teams. We must have good protection, coverage, and returns to have a successful season.

Punt protection and coverage
Everyone in 2 pt. stance

We will use number blocking up front.
C - Make sure of snap. If covered block - if not release immediately.
G's - Block 2nd man on yours side out from C
T's - Block 3rd
E's - Block 4th
B's - Block 1st
P - Personal protector - never back up - take 1st to show being conscious of blocking R (if R footed K)

Release for ball in fanning path - E's keep R inside of you

P 4 K - S's

Ok
P. A. T. AND F. G.

\[
\begin{align*}
&2\frac{1}{2} \text{ yds.} \\
&0\text{ yards}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{OH}
\]

\[
\text{OK}
\]

ON F. G. BALL IS LIVE UNTIL IN ENDOZONE - MUST COVER LIKE PUNT - BLOCKED FG CAN BE RETURNED

K. O. COVERAGE

C - CHASERS - GO DIRECT FOR BALL - RUN PAST ALL BLOCKERS - BE AGGRESSIVE - GET GOOD PURSUIT ANGEL ON BALL AND RETURN MEN

O - OUTSIDE - THESE 4 MEN SHOULD GO HARD FOR 10 YDS. -

S - STRAIGHT - LET CHASERS GET 10 TO 15 YDS. AHEAD - FORM CUP AND KEEP BALL INSIDE OF YOU. PLAY LIKE DB'S

K - KICKER - BE SAFETY MAN

LINE MEN 6" SPIT EVERYONE IN 2 PT STANCE - STEP IN WITH INSIDE FT. KEEP OUTSIDE FT SET. ALLOW NO SEAM TO FORM

B'S - LET NO ONE UNDER YOU
ON SIDE KICKOFF

CHASERS GO FOR MAN FIELDING BALL
O+5 GO FOR BALL

KICKOFF RETURN

MIDDLE RETURN
C - KICKER
G - 1ST MAN YOURSIDE OUT
T - 2ND " " "
E - 3RD " " "
B'S - LEAD
S - GET INTO CROWD PICK A SEAM AND GO

SIDELINE
E - 2ND MAN IN
T - 3RD " " "
C - 4TH " " "
B - 1ST MAN OUT
C-G-T FAN MAKE WALL
B - 5TH MAN
S - RAUCARRIER OR PERSONAL BLOCKER - TAKE FIRST TO SHOW
Punt return and Rush

Make sure ball kicked

Return R with C DRG

B block out
C - set screen
E - T follow for wall

Lineup in 9 Man Front
T's inside SH, G
B's " " T
E's " " E
C's outside E-

2 Safeties - make sure ball is caught. Protect one another.

We can rush 9 or down to 4
C's & B's on each side determine who covers for pass
Everyone on line when team sets adjust with 1 or 2 drop
Each side